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ABSTRACT This paper contains the design and development of an adaptive systems (AdaptiveSystems
Domain-Specific Language - DSL) framework to assist language developers and data scientists in their
attempt to apply Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms in several application domains. Big-data processing
and AI algorithms are at the heart of autonomics research groups among industry and academia. Major
advances in the field have traditionally focused on algorithmic research and increasing the performance of the
developed algorithms. However, it has been recently recognized by the AI community that the applicability
of these algorithms and their consideration in context is of paramount importance for their adoption. Current
approaches to address AI in context lie in two areas: adaptive systems research that mainly focuses on
implementing adaptivity mechanisms (technical perspective) and AI in context research that focuses on
business aspects (business perspective). There is currently no approach that combines all aspects required
from business considerations to an appropriate level of abstraction. In this paper, we attempt to address the
problem of designing adaptive systems and therefore providing AI in context by utilising DSL technology.
We propose a new DSL (AdaptiveSystems) and a methodology to apply this to the creation of a DSL for
specific application domains such as AdaptiveVLE (Adaptive Virtual Learning Environment) DSL. The
language developer will be able to instantiate the AdaptiveSystems DSL to any application domain by using
the guidelines in this paper with an integrated path from design to implementation. The domain expert will
then be able to use the developed DSL (e.g. AdaptiveVLE DSL) to design and develop their application.
Future work will include extension and experimentation of the applicability of this work to more application
domains within British Telecom (BT) and other areas such as health care, finance, etc.

INDEX TERMS Language composition, reusability, DSL, adaptive systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
There is no doubt that the software and systems of the future
will be dominated increasingly by adaptive systems. The
static cases that were used for many years by several applica-
tion domains from legacy software to embedded systems will
have to move to more dynamic models. These dynamic mod-
els range from simpler adaptive models where information
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is collected and changes are made with human intervention
(human-in-the-loop systems) to more complex models where
information is collected from the environment at runtime and
the system can adapt itself (self-adaptive systems) [1].

There is a lot of controversy in the literature for the terms
adaptive, self-adaptive, autonomic [2], intelligent and smart
systems. Typically, the term smart or intelligent systems are
used for Internet of Things (IoT) applications that contain
physical devices to collect information such as sensors [3]
whereas the rest of the terms have not been associated with
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such devices. For simplicity and clarity, we will use the
term adaptive systems to refer to all the systems that collect
and process data through any means (hardware or software
sensors) with different levels of human intervention.

It has been widely recognised by the AI community and
was repeatedly raised by BT’s data science team through
their twenty years of experience within BT research that a
major issue in the design and development of adaptive sys-
tems is the lack of an overall high-level system description.
This need had been identified early on in attempts to design
adaptive systems such as in [4] where a high-level design-
oriented language for an adaptive web systems framework
was developed. Moreover, the technical complexity of these
systems makes them harder to adopt in different application
contexts and a system-level approach is an emerging area
with research interests for complex domains such as IoT
[5]–[7]. Although some solutions and frameworks have been
developed, they mainly focus on implementation details - for
more refer to Section II. Therefore, the need to abstract at
a higher level in simple and comprehensive steps and give
an overview of how the system will operate in context is an
area that AI community is currently identifying as a strong
requirement. On the other hand, research in providing AI
in context has emerged recently – for more please refer to
Section II. However, it mainly focuses on business aspects
without tying them with the corresponding technical imple-
mentations. Domain-specific modelling is an emerging area
that started fromMDE and provides a higher-level of abstrac-
tion, isolation of domain-specific aspects with excellent tool-
ing and tailoring to particular domain requirements that
include ‘‘intelligent’’ systems (machine learning algorithms,
adaptive systems) [8] (DSLs for big data – machine learn-
ing) [9]. In our previously published work [10] we defined
a framework for developing adaptive VLEs. In this paper,
we raised the level of abstraction even more by defining
an adaptive system language/framework that can be ported
to several application domains such as the Adaptive VLE
application, the education IoT application, etc. From this
high-level description, we revised the previously developed
adaptive VLE framework to an improved version and comple-
mented it with corresponding data handling languages. The
MPS JetBrains domain-specific languages (DSLs) develop-
ment environment [11] was used to develop a new language.
Wemainly utilised its strong language composition character-
istics in combination with the code generation features [12]
to create the path between adaptive systems and specific
application domains. Language extension and composition
were the main elements that provided this further raising of
abstraction.

It is worth noting that in this paper, we focus on the
system level. Specifically, we focus on the adaptive, smart,
intelligent elements that integrate the existing applications
with data science algorithms. The level of autonomy and/or
human intervention provided is outside the scope of this
work. There is substantial work in the literature for making
systems autonomic but that is at a lower level of abstraction.

Also, the term integrated framework refers to many different
aspects from the tooling that integrates the design and imple-
mentation to the integration of diverse paths such AI software
and traditional static software. A comprehensive comparison
with other relatedwork is presented in the background section
as integration is an important part of the proposed work.

Concluding, the main steps of our proposed work are sum-
marized as follows: an adaptive systems language that will
enable AI in context was developed to address to industrial
needs and cover existing research gaps in this area such as the
integrated path from design to implementation and tooling.
This language followed MAPE-k loop architectural elements
(block diagram descriptions with detailed explanations are
provided in Figures 1, 2, 4) and had the main purpose to
assist and provide a methodology for language developers of
many application domains. The range of application domains
that this work can be applied to will potentially create a
tremendous positive impact in the field of adaptive systems.
The adaptive VLE application domain was used as proof
of concept and guidelines for future application to other
domains were provided. Last but not least, we evaluated the
developed DSL through the proper language quality charac-
teristics evaluation method with feedback from the industrial
users (BT) and language designers (MPS JetBrains).

A background study on adaptive systems and AI in context
will create the requirements for this research and is pre-
sented in Section II. In Section III, our proposed solution
through the development of an integrated framework will
be given in detail. A case study was used to demonstrate
the proposed language design and development process: the
adaptive VLE. All the DSLs developed will be described with
two main subsections each: language structure and language
usage. The emphasis will be on their reusability and com-
position. Five main languages were used: AdaptiveSystems
(new DSL), Adaptive_VLE (new revised DSL) for collect-
ing data, datamapping (previous publication) [10] for defin-
ing the features and their type, datamapping_Adaptive_VLE
(new revised DSL) for connecting the datamapping with the
Adaptive_VLE application domain language, Classification
Algorithms Framework (CAF) (previous publication) [10]
language for data processing using a range of classification
algorithms. In Section IV, the main benefits from the pro-
posed solution will be detailed with a separate subsection on
the applicability to other application domains. In Section V,
BT’s and MPS’s language engineers’ evaluations will be
presented. Finally, our conclusions and plans will be detailed
in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND STUDY — ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS AND AI
IN CONTEXT
A. ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
Adaptive systems have been part of AI research for several
years now. Although there is controversy surrounding the
definition of the terms adaptive, autonomic, self-adaptive,
smart, intelligent the common denominator is that systems of
the future will not be static anymore [13]. They will have to
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change both in structure and behaviour to adapt to changing
requirements, environmental conditions.

The need to support the design and development of adap-
tive systems has led to the application of several soft-
ware engineering techniques [14]. Specifically, architectural
description languages, adaptation frameworks and aspect-
oriented techniques have been used to achieve adaptivity.
All these techniques were used to incorporate adaptation
mechanisms to enable change during runtime.

The most known approaches that have been published in
this research field are summarized as follows: The Mobil-
ity and Adaptability enabling Middleware (MADAM) [15]
project provides a general component model and middle-
ware infrastructure that supports various adaptation styles for
mobile applications. Sadjadi et al. developed the Adaptive
CORBA Template (ACT) to enable runtime improvements
to CORBA applications in response to changing require-
ments and environmental conditions [16]. ACT transparently
weaves adaptive code into an object request broker (ORB)
at run time. The woven code intercepts and modifies the
requests, replies, and exceptions that pass through the ORBs.
One of the advantages of ACT is that it is language and
ORB independent. A dedicated language called Stitch has
been presented in [17] and is used as part of the Rain-
bow framework. The Rainbow framework is the most well-
known adaptivity framework and has been applied to many
application domains. Additionally, tools such as SOTA [18],
ACTRESS [19] andCYPHER [20] have been presented in the
literature. The DSML which is a domain-specific modelling
language for Dynamic Adaptive Systems is another example
of work that focuses on the adaptivity mechanisms [21].
Similarly in [22] and [23], the emphasis is on modelling the
adaptivity mechanisms and their verification.

However, all the above approaches focus on how to enable
adaptivity at a very near to implementation level by focusing
on implementing adaptation mechanisms. A higher level of
abstraction that will enable us to consider the elements of
adaptive systems in context is still missing.

Specifically, all the above approaches either address spe-
cific types of applications such asmobile applicationsmaking
them not easy to be reused and/or they lack tool support
for separating implementation and technical details from the
application domain. This would abstract the development
process and make it accessible to non-technical users (users
with domain expertise other than software development for
example such as health, education professionals, etc.).

However, some approaches overcome the above-mentioned
problems and are nearer to our proposed solution.

The most remarkable work comes from Arcaini et al.
in [24]. The authors developed MSL (textual DSL) which
stands for MAPE Specification Language and it implements
MAPE-K patterns defined byWeyns et al. [25] for decentral-
ized self-adaptive systems. It contains a formal analysis and
a case study for smart-home systems development. However,
this work contains a quite abstract description of MAPE-K
and would require interfacing with other tools such as

verification, analysis and running platform tools. This would
include model to model transformations which is a difficult
process in most cases, therefore, making the path from design
to implementation segmented. In our work, we propose a
high-level system architecture description with an encapsu-
lated path to implementation through MPS’ model to model
transformations. We follow the ‘‘master-slave’’ pattern as it
is the most used in the industry and our approach covers a
representative range of adaptive systems applications as was
evidenced by BT’s researchers that participated in this work.

Another work worth mentioning is the MiDAS model-
based environment for adaptive systems proposed by José
Bocanegra et al. in [26]. This work utilises a graphical DSL
representation that would have difficulties scaling as is recog-
nised for all graphical representations [27]. It is tailored to the
case study developed and its applicability to other application
domains is unclear, mainly referring to adaptive interfaces.

B. AI IN CONTEXT
Current literature for enabling AI in context mainly comes
from the business perspective. Mikael Berndtsson in two
recent publications details the nontechnical factors that
should be considered to enable AI adoption. In [28], the need
for a nontechnical strategy for scaling analytics in organisa-
tions by proposing an initial plan is presented, whereas in [29]
information gathered from 13 organisations confirmed the
value of non-technical strategies and suggested the applica-
tion of change management techniques [3]. In these papers,
the nontechnical aspects are addressed through techniques
from business-related research anticipating that AI has sim-
ilar requirements with other Information Systems (IS) as is
also stated in [30]. In [30] an approach of modelling the
AI in context using formalism from the business processes
modelling research such as Archimate [31] is being proposed.
This approach is closer to the system architecture although
still focuses on business aspects. Other research in the area
of AI in context focuses on technical perspectives such as
algorithmic improvements to provide AI explainability in
context [32], [33].

Both the above research areas approach the problem from
different perspectives and solve only part of it. The adaptive
systems part focuses on technical details for implementing
adaptivity and rarely considers its adoption by application
domains. The AI in context part focuses on the business and
non-technical aspects and doesn’t include the peculiarities
that make AI harder than the usual ISs.

In this paper, we will attempt to bridge the gap between
the approaches by creating a new domain-specific lan-
guage (DSL) to address the problem. This new DSL will
hide the implementation details from the nontechnical users,
address the most common aspects that adaptive systems
design entails (AI technical requirements), abstract the com-
plexity of these systems, provide multiple views for all
domain users involved. Although it uses domain-specific
technology to solve the specific problem, our solution is not
specific to an application domain and can be applied easily
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to other domains without the need to understand the details.
This seems like a controversy as we use a domain-specific
technology to create a domain-independent framework. How-
ever, it is not the first time that domain-specific languages
have been used in this way [24]. The requirement to address
the research gap of providing AI in context contains the build
of a framework that is domain-independent or else stated
application-independent.

Specifically, we will base our work on creating a new lan-
guage and toolset for the design and development of adaptive
systems mainly based on theMAPE-K loop model using cen-
tralized control, architecture-based approach targeting differ-
ent application domains for adaptive systems. The reasons
for these choices are that they are currently used extensively
in industrial applications. To demonstrate the applicability of
the proposed method, we will use a case study: The Adaptive
Virtual Learning Environment (AdaptiveVLE) (IS).

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION — ADAPTIVESYSTEMS —
INTEGRATED FRAMEWORK FOR
ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
A. CASE STUDY — ADAPTIVE VLE
The AdaptiveVLE case study consists of the design and
development of a fully online VLE that uses adaptivity to
provide personalisation and therefore enhances the online
education provision.

Specifically, the educator will configure what data will be
collected by the AdaptiveVLE, then use the AdaptiveVLE in
the online class and collect learning analytics data to person-
alise each student’s learning path. For example, students with
high academic achievements will be given more advanced
resources whereas students with low achievement will be
given more resources for basic skills.

This falls under the general category of adaptive systems
as it collects, analyses, and processes data and acts on the
results from the data processing. Specifically, it corresponds
to adaptive web systems as the underlying structure of the
VLE is a web development software for the VLE.

B. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE — MAPE-K LOOP
In Fig. 1, the MAPE-K loop is presented as was originally
defined by IBM [34]. The IBM blueprint was initiated to
assist the operation and maintenance of complex Information
Technology (IT) systems that require highly skilled IT profes-
sionals to install, configure, operate, tune, and maintain them.
To relieve the constant need for human intervention, auto-
nomic computing was initiated. This is achieved by following
the main elements of the MAPE-K loop: Monitor, Analyse,
Plan, Execute and Knowledge base.

C. DSL LANGUAGES
A detailed description of the structure and the usage
of composing languages (AdaptiveSystems, Adaptive_VLE,
datamapping, datamapping_Adaptive_VLE, CAF) with

FIGURE 1. IBM’s blueprint MAPE-K architecture.

emphasis on their composability characteristics are presented
in the following subsections.

1) ADAPTIVESYSTEMS DSL
a: LANGUAGE STRUCTURE
The AdaptiveSystems DSL is referring to the steps of the
MAPE-K loop with a one-to-one correspondence.

Specifically, in Fig. 2, the main structure of the language
is presented in a diagrammatic form. Each of the blocks
corresponds to concepts in MPS JetBrains.

FIGURE 2. IBM’s blueprint MAPE-K architecture and its correspondence
to the AdaptiveSystems DSL.

From the figure, we can see that AdaptiveSystem con-
sists of 1 ManagedSystem (corresponds to MANAGED
ELEMENT of MAPE-K) and 0 or 1 AutonomicManager
(corresponds to AUTONOMIC MANAGER of MAPE-K).

The ManagedSystem is the static part of the system and
the AutonomicManager is the adaptivity part that handles
all data collection, processing, and adaptations. The distinc-
tion between the two parts is one of the most vital parts
of the MAPE-K and along the lines that there is a strong
need to separate the adaptivity functionality from the main-
static system functionality [35]. The adaptive system research
community has recognised that if adaptivity functionality is
interleaved with main functionality then future maintenance
and experimentation with different adaptation mechanisms
become extremely hard to impossible.

The above MAPE-K separation between theManagedSys-
tem and the AutonomicManager is reinforced further and
reflected by the AdaptiveSystems DSL structure in the MPS
environment. Different folders were created to designate the
separation between them. This is represented in Fig. 3.

By providing the folder structure in the AdaptiveSys-
tems DSL, we enforce this separation in all the subsequent
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FIGURE 3. AdaptiveSystems DSL organization for separation between
AutonomicManager and ManagedSystem.

inheriting languages as will be described in the following
sections.

There are more structural elements inside the Autonomic-
Manager as presented in Fig. 4 (and is also depicted in part
of Fig. 3).

FIGURE 4. AutonomicManager concept structure.

In Fig. 4, the direct correspondence between the steps
of the autonomic manager of the MAPE-K loop and MPS
concepts is presented. The Monitor (Monitor concept) Anal-
yse Process (AnalyseProcess concept) Execute (Execute
concept) – Knowledge (KnowledgeBase concept). The Mon-
itor concept consists of Sensors that can be hardware or
software sensors. The Execute concept consists of potentially
many AdaptationMechanisms. The integration with CAF is
presented in a following section.

b: LANGUAGE USAGE
The AdaptiveSystems DSL is being extended by the Adap-
tive_VLE DSL so the usage of the language is described in
the ‘‘inheriting’’ languages corresponding sections.

2) ADAPTIVE_VLE DSL
a: LANGUAGE STRUCTURE
In our previous work [36], we had developed the first version
of an AdaptiveVLE language. In this current publication,
we have extended and modified that initial version to comply
with the general AdaptiveSystems DSL.
First of all, the Adaptive_VLE language is defined as an

extension to the AdaptiveSystems language as is depicted
in Fig. 5. In MPS, one language extending another is used

in the same way as inheritance in object-oriented program-
ming. Consequently, the Adaptive_VLE language will inherit
all the concepts and their corresponding editors from the
AdaptiveSystems. Once you declare that a low-level of detail
(tailored to an application domain) DSL is extending another
high-level DSL, all concepts of the high-level DSL can be
used and extended by the low-level DSL.

Specifically, to create theAdaptive_VLEDSL starting from
the AdaptiveSystemsDSL, the following steps were followed:

1. You declare in MPS that the Adaptive_VLE DSL is
an extension of the AdaptiveSystems DSL. That is
depicted in Fig. 5.

FIGURE 5. Adaptive_VLE DSL as an extension to the AdaptiveSystems DSL.

2. For concepts in the Adaptive_VLE DSL such as the
main AdaptiveVLE concept, we used the ‘‘extends’’
relationship in the definition of a concept that refers to
the concept of the high-level language. This is depicted
in Fig. 6.

FIGURE 6. Adaptive_VLE DSL as an extension to the AdaptiveSystems DSL.

The consequence of this definition is that the AdaptiveVLE
concept inherits all the concept structures from the Adap-
tiveSystems language. Therefore, the usage of the Adap-
tive_VLE language should demonstrate that all the main
elements of the AdaptiveSystems are inherited down. This
is depicted in Fig. 7. Note that usages of the language are
represented in MPS using the Solutions sandboxes.

3. The Adaptive_VLE language developer will have to
develop the concepts and editors that are specific to the
application domain of the low-level language.

For example, the following structures had to be defined
for the Adaptive_VLE that don’t exist in the AdaptiveSystems
DSLs and are depicted in Fig. 8.

Also, the ManagedSystem that is inherited by the Adap-
tiveSystems language needs to be extended with the main
system functional concepts. For example, in the case of
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FIGURE 7. Solution for Adaptive_VLE DSL that inherits the structure from
AdaptiveSystems DSL.

FIGURE 8. Domain-specific structure for Adaptive_VLE that is not
inherited by AdaptiveSystems.

the Adaptive_VLE case study, the concepts that comprise a
BlendedCourse should be defined under theManagedSystem
folder. The structure of the concepts is depicted in Fig. 9.

FIGURE 9. ManagedSystem of the Adaptive_VLE DSL.

b: LANGUAGE USAGE
In this subsection, we ‘ll present the solution of the
Adaptive_VLE DSL. Please, note that in MPS, ‘‘solution’’
is the usage of the developed DSL which is based on the
Abstract Syntax Tree that was defined.

The developed Adaptive_VLE DSL uses a combination of
the inherited AdaptiveSystems language editors and the new
editors that were developed for the specific to the Adap-
tiveVLE domain concepts. For example, in Fig. 10, the editors
for the main concepts of AdaptiveSystems are defined and
applied in the solution figure. In Fig. 11, the editor for the
learning analytics that need to be collected and is specific to
the Adaptive VLE domain is presented.

The final solution-usage of the Adaptive_VLE language is
depicted in Fig. 12. In this figure, an application of the Adap-
tiveSystems DSL editor depicted in Fig. 10 and the Adap-
tive_VLE DSL editor in Fig. 11 are presented. The ‘‘green
font’’ main elements of adaptive systems (Fig. 10): adaptive
system, autonomic manager and managed system are all

FIGURE 10. Editor for AdaptiveSystem concept.

FIGURE 11. Editor for concept that is specific to the AdaptiveVLE domain.

present. However, for the specific learning analytics that will
need to be collected, new editors (Fig. 11) were developed in
the Adaptive_VLE DSL. These editors’ User Interface (UI)
contained improved drop-down menus options that appear
when we hover over a particular point in the editor. The
MPS feature utilised is a ‘‘transformation menu’’ that is used
to filter-out all entries that have been already used and the
‘‘context assistant menu’’ of MPS. The ‘‘context assistant
menu’’ is used to provide a menu only when the cursor is
in context. Also, the ManagedSystem structure is depicted
in Fig. 12 and the corresponding editor was developed in the
derived Adaptive_VLE DSL.

3) DATA HANDLING LANGUAGES AND CAF
DATAMAPPING DSL
a: LANGUAGE STRUCTURE
The datamappingDSL is a generic DSL for representing data
structures that are stored and processed and therefore is not
specific to an application domain. It is used to define features
and their data types.

Specifically, in Fig. 13, the main structure of the lan-
guage is presented in a diagrammatic form. Each of the
blocks corresponds to concepts in MPS JetBrains. From
the figure, we can see that Data consist of Features that
consist of a FeatureMapper concept and a DataType con-
cept. The FeatureMapper is the linking concept that con-
nects this language with other languages that are specific
to the application domain such as the Adaptive_VLE in our
case. The DataType contains all the supported types which
areCharType,NumberType,EnumerationType andDateType.
Both the FeatureMapper and the DataType concepts can be
modified and extended in future versions of the language to
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FIGURE 12. Solution for Adaptive_VLE DSL.

include more features and more data types. This provides
more dimensions of extensibility to address the needs of data
science teams.

FIGURE 13. Datamapping DSL language structure.

It is interesting to note that validation has been added using
checking rules for making sure that every feature defined is
unique as depicted in Fig. 14. This is a very useful aspect
for ensuring that the data that will be used for processing
will have unique columns which is a strong requirement from
BT’s data science team.

More restrictions through checking rules can be added in
the future to depict validation requirements from all domains
involved in the system (education, data science in this partic-
ular case study).

b: LANGUAGE USAGE
The datamapping language is an essential abstraction that
is required in all applications where data is being handled.
Its main benefit is the raising of abstraction level from the
Excel/arff or any other required file type to a user screen
such as in Fig. 15. In this figure, only names and types are

FIGURE 14. Data validation mechanisms as part of the datamapping
language.

defined that are required by the domain. The details of the
file types are abstracted to the user. It plays a vital linking
role in connecting parts of adaptive systems from application-
specific parts such as the Adaptive_VLE language to generic
data processing parts such as the CAF language. This can
be generalised for any adaptive system by replacing the
application-specific part with a different language. Finally,
this datamapping language can be reused not only by adaptive
systems but by any systems that require the mapping and
handling of data.

FIGURE 15. Datamapping user interface with cross-validation of
attributes.

In the above figure, the features that will be used for data
processing and their corresponding types are being defined.
Cross-validation with the corresponding LearningAnalytic-
sItems from the Adaptive_VLE language is also being per-
formed through the availability or not of in the dropdown
menu. This means that the user can define only features
that correspond to data that have been collected through
the Adaptive_VLE language. More on the linking between
datamapping and the Adaptive_VLE language in the follow-
ing sections.

4) DATAMAPPING_ADAPTIVE_VLE DSL
a: LANGUAGE STRUCTURE
The datamapping_Adaptive_VLE is an ‘‘adaptor’’ language
that connects the datamapping DSL (language for han-
dling data structures as described in the previous section)
with the Adaptive_VLEDSL (application-specific language).
It consists of one main concept, the CollectLearningAnalyt-
icsFeaMapping that contains a reference to the LearningAn-
alyticsItem concept of the Adaptive_VLE DSL. The linking
structures between the two languages are depicted in Fig. 16.
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FIGURE 16. Concept structure of the datamapping_Adaptive_VLE that
contains a reference to the LearnignAnalyticsItem concept of the
Adaptive_VLE language.

b: LANGUAGE USAGE
The datamapping_Adaptive_VLE language is an adaptor-
linking language that is not directly accessed by the user
and therefore it doesn’t provide a user interface. This is
implemented in MPS by not defining any rootable concept
in the language.

However, to demonstrate the usage of the overall lan-
guage composition, we created a sandbox that includes
all the data-related languages. In this sandbox, changes in
the Adaptive_VLE defined learning analytics constructs are
immediately reflected in the options available in the datamap-
ping language. You can observe this if you compare the drop-
down options available in Fig. 15 and the corresponding
configuration of the Adaptive_VLE learning analytics options
in Fig. 12.

5) ALL DSLs COMPOSITION WITH CAF
a: LANGUAGES’ COMPOSITION WITH CAF STRUCTURE
At the heart of any adaptive system, data processing through
algorithms such as classification algorithms is performed.
This is implemented through the CAF DSL language that we
developed in our previous publication [10]. The CAF DSL
takes as an input a data arff file (this is the type required
by the weka libraries implementation that is being called).
The datamapping_Adaptive_VLE language that contains the
data structure adapted to a particular application domain (the
AdaptiveVLE in our case), is used as an input in theCAFDSL
to validate that the input arff file is correct and according to
the datamapping structure that was defined by the user.

This is implemented through anMPS code structure as part
of MPS’ automatic code generation and is depicted in the
following Fig. 17.

FIGURE 17. Data validation through language composition.

In the above code, mechanisms by MPS such as the
inspector are utilised to check the types and the names of
the corresponding structures. Although there is some initial
learning curve to be able to use these mechanisms, the code

to implement and link elements is very concise, and it is all
happening in one environment.

b: LANGUAGES’ COMPOSITION WITH CAF USAGE
To perform the composition between CAF and the rest of the
languages,MPS’ sandbox importmechanismwas used. In the
CAF sandbox, we imported the Adaptive_VLE sandbox as
is depicted in Fig. 18. The Adaptive_VLE sandbox includes
the other three languages for data collection (Adaptive_VLE,
datamapping, datamapping_Adaptive_VLE).

FIGURE 18. MPS sandbox for language composition diagram.

Finally, in the CAF sandbox, we can see the following
user interface for data processing. Beyond the previous CAF
interface, a new field has been added that validates the
datamapping language instance (AdaptiveVLEMapping) in
comparison with input data file (arff format) that is used and
is declared by its location (files/train.arff).

FIGURE 19. Usage of the composition of all languages.

All the above sections described in detail the composition
of four languages that were developed to provide a systematic
design and development for an adaptive VLE. The above
modularity enables generalisation to other adaptive systems
application domains by modifying only a small part and is
being described in the following section.

IV. BENEFITS OF THE DEVELOPED ADAPTIVESYSTEMS
DSL — GUIDANCE FOR FUTURE WORK
The main benefits from the developed AdaptiveSystems DSL
are its applicability to several application domains through its
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higher-abstraction level, language composition and reusabil-
ity and its strong validation characteristic.

A. APPLICABILITY TO OTHER APPLICATION DOMAINS
To summarize, in this paper we proposed a high-level
description language for adaptive systems based on the
MAPE-K loop, the AdaptiveSystems DSL. We also provided
a method for instantiating this language in several application
domains taking as an example the AdaptiveVLE application
domain.

A set of DSL languages have been used and MPS Jet-
Brains’s strong language composability feature has been
exploited.

These languages were as follows:
• Adaptive_VLE: Application domain language for con-
figuring learning analytics that will be collected.

• Datamapping: Language for a high-level description of
the data.

• Datamapping_Adaptive_VLE: Adaptor language that
links datamapping to a specific application domain.

• CAF (Classification Algorithms Framework): Language
for data processing with validation that the correct fea-
tures are being processed.

To reuse this in a different application domain only two
languages from the above need to be rewritten/modified and
they are the ones that are related to the application domain:
Adaptive_VLE and datamapping_Adaptive_VLE.

Generalising those, wewill name themDataCollection and
datamapping_DataCollection languages and the methodol-
ogy to construct them is as follows:

• DataCollection Language: The Adaptive_VLE consists
of a domain-specific user interface for defining the data
that need to be collected and it produces XML file
output. This XML is used as an input to configure the
VLE website development. It is straightforward to apply
the same method when the application domain consists
of the development of a website that is used for data
collection. However, the XML format output can be used
by many other environments as an input and therefore
can ensure interoperation with other tools beyond web-
development environments.

• Datamapping_DataCollection Language:The datamap-
ping_Adaptive_VLE connects the LearningAnalytic-
sItem concept from the configuration of the data that will
be collected. That can be declared as a child concept of
the main concepts of the DataCollection language and
be referenced by the datamapping_DataCollection. All
the other structures that are used by the other languages
and for their composition remain the same.

It is important to emphasize that this use of a domain-
specific language environment seems to attempt to generalise
and therefore contradict the domain-specific aspect of these
environments. However, this is only appearing to be the case.
It has been attempted before as one of the ways to use the
MPS domain-specific language environment for framework

development due to the strong code generation features and
language composition structures [12].

B. OTHER BENEFICIAL CHARACTERISTICS
The set of languages that were used and their composition
enables strong validation for the data and their types that are
being collected and processed.

It also provides a higher level of abstraction for the data
which is closer to the domain user. Consequently, the level of
complexity that a usermust deal with is less, as the abstraction
level is higher, enabling a system overview of adaptive sys-
tems design and development. This was all ‘‘enforced’’ using
the higher-abstraction level language for adaptive systems,
the AdaptiveSystems DSL.

V. EVALUATION
We evaluated the AdaptiveSystems DSL according to the
Quality characteristics defined in the paper [37] and using
the feedback from MPS’ language developers and BT’s data
scientists in the first instance.

The decision to use this approach was after an exten-
sive literature review on the evaluation methods for domain-
specific languages. We mainly used the information that was
provided in the survey [38] and specifically for the evalu-
ation part in Table 4. Four main methods were identified
for evaluating domain-specific languages: Case studies as
in [39] which didn’t include questionnaires/feedback and the
results were presented as logical technical arguments; Ques-
tionnaire & Experiments as in [40] which were tailored to
the particular application domain and didn’t contain domain-
specific language metrics; Usability Testing as in [41] which
contained general usability methods again not tailored to
language development; Use Case as in which again focuses
on application-specific characteristics. Overall and to the best
of our knowledge, the approach we followed was the best
for evaluating domain-specific language tailored to the lan-
guage’s characteristics.

A. EVALUATION PROCESS
We evaluated the developed DSL from the domain perspec-
tive of the adaptive systems developer. The reason for not
including educators is that we have evaluated that part of
the languages in our previous publications and the empha-
sis and innovation here lies in the general adaptive systems
development or equally stated providing AI in context. In this
current paper, the main aim is to provide tools/automation for
the adaptive systems developer and the language developer.
For the evaluation, we followed the quality characteristics as
defined in [37].

Specifically, a questionnaire was constructed and dis-
tributed online. The questionnaire collected quantitative
information by asking participants to rate the language using
a score from 0 to 10 (0 stands for not addressed at all and
10 stands for addressing the issue perfectly). The question-
naire also contained open-ended questions so that qualitative
information could be collected. An example of an open-ended
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question for the data science perspective was as follows:
‘‘(Functional Suitability) Does the language contain all the
data validation functionality you would like to have. If you
answered no, what should be included?’’.We also have some
mixed scoring and open-ended questions such as the follow-
ing in all perspectives ‘‘(Usability) How much would you rate
(on a scale of 0 to 10) the language as regards its usability? If
you rated the usability over 5, can you please give a couple of
good points that you found? If you rated the usability under 5,
can you please add suggestions for improvements?’’.

The sample of the responses collected consisted of a total
of 25 participants of which 15 were BT’s data scientists, and
10 were DSL language developers.

B. RESULTS — DISCUSSION
The results from the two different users were very similar
between them and therefore are collectively presented as
follows:

1) FUNCTIONAL SUITABILITY
The language scored very high according to its suitability
for all the functionality required by all and especially the
data scientists. The data validation was an impressive char-
acteristic and more validation options were suggested such
as restricting users with only permitted options in all parts of
the interface. It also scored high by the language developers
as ‘‘it provided the necessary structure’’ that enables the
development of DSLs for adaptive systems.

2) USABILITY
Regarding usability, the language scored medium as it takes
some time to get used to the different features.

3) RELIABILITY
The language was more reliable than the typical adaptive sys-
tem operation. However, many suggestions to add validation
characteristics were made by BT’s engineers.

4) PRODUCTIVITY
The use of this language enabled a quick turn-around time for
an adaptive system that included the use of two screens and
one integrated development environment.

5) COMPATIBILITY
The Java code generation enabled extensive deployment
options.

6) EXPRESSIVENESS
The language is very expressive. However, more work could
be done to improve the interface and therefore the user
experience.

7) REUSABILITY
This set of languages provides an excellent reusability ele-
ment as it can be used as part of an adaptive system.

8) MAINTAINABILITY
It scored medium for maintainability and a separate interface
for extensibility was the dominating suggestion.

It is anticipated that this method will be applicable in many
research and commercial projects at BT and other domains
such as health care.

The scoring for all individual elements is included in the
Excel file with the results in Fig. 20.

FIGURE 20. Evaluation through feedback by BT’s engineers.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a generic approach to the design
and development of an adaptive system. We developed a
framework for adaptive systems based on the main elements
of the MAPE-K loop. From the generic AdaptiveSystems
DSL, we derived (MPS’ language extension feature) the
Adaptive_VLEDSL for the adaptive VLE case study. We also
developed several reusable languages for the various stages
required by adaptive systems mainly tailored to data handling
such as the datamapping, datamapping_Adaptive_VLE and
CAF. Following the proposed approach, the enforcement of
the MAPE-K blueprint architecture, a full path to implemen-
tation and data validation were ensured. We evaluated the
resulting composed language through feedback from BT’s
adaptive systems and MPS’ language engineers. Finally,
we believe that this work significantly contributes to the
effective design and development of adaptive systems which
is a significant part of the greater problem of providing AI in
context.

In the immediate future, we plan to extend the developed
language to more application domains such as health care,
etc. and IoT applications.

Within our long-term plans, many extensions can follow
this initial work ranging from adding adaptivity patterns,
extending the architecture to decentralised approaches to
adding formal methods capabilities to ensure properties such
as safety, fairness, robustness.
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